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Abstract

We describe a method for textural feature extrac�
tion of MRI volumes of the brain and� based upon
those features� a method for classi�cation and assess�
ment of the anatomical malformations of the brain� due
to Alzheimer�s Disease �AD�� In our research� we make
the hypothesis that there is enough detectable textural
evidence from a �D analysis of MR images of the brain
to detect and identify the earliest structural changes of
AD�

To uniquely characterise structural malformations we
construct a database of statistical information for �D
textures at di	erent scales� using wavelet operators� The
major goal at this stage of our research is to explore the
inherent constraints imposed by the structure of the tex�
ture and its symbolic description� Our representation
bene�ts from a unique method of parameter reduction�
which gives an unambiguous description of the textures
of the brain in �D� One of the key attributes of this
model is that� in the case of con
icting statements� it
generates a low con�dence estimate� thus allowing a lo�
cal measure of reliability�

� Introduction

Although a common sense de�nition of texture is eas�
ily given� it is not easy to construct computationally ef�
�cient algorithms whose performance is comparable and
compatible with the human visual system� So far� com�
puter vision has failed to unravel the general problem
of perception� but it seems reasonable to hope that a
simple problem of segmentation would be understood
relatively well� Such aims have never been achieved
however� A statistician may argue furthermore that
perception is further complicated by various types of
uncertainty� The examination of �D MR images of the
brain strongly suggests that segmentation� as performed
by humans� is not simply a pixel�by�pixel classi�cation�
but a procedure which includes a wider range of pixels�
making the need for a local operator essential� But this
leads to the question� How large should this operator
be� The answer is related to the nature of the texture�

If the texture in question exhibits small scale charac�
teristics� small sized operators should be used� On the
other hand� for macrotextures relatively large windows
may be preferable�

The selection of the window size for the �ltering func�
tion introduces yet another problem� the element of un�
certainty in our texture classi�cation� with a trade�o	
between spatial size and accuracy of textural property
estimates in a noisy environment� Such considerations
are reminiscent of the discussion of invariants in Marr�s
approach to the problem of vision ���

We thus wish to extract ideal properties of the sym�
bolic description of a texture� which are inherently con�
strained by the structure of the texture itself upon which
the transformations operate�

The major goal of our research at this stage is to
explore the nature and extent of these constraints and
to construct a database of statistical information for
�D textures� which will uniquely characterise and clas�
sify MR images of the brain� The method we pro�
pose here performs �D textural analysis using optimised
multi�scale wavelet �lters� We have applied our method
to MRI volumes of the brain� in an attempt to clas�
sify asymptomatic and pre�symptomatic Alzheimer�s
pathologies� Our initial results have proved very en�
couraging but further investigation is needed to further
develop the procedure and to validate it with more data�

� The transform

The basis of our approach is the fact that the local
gradient directions and their consistency in a ��D image
contain important information for textural analysis ���
Local orientation is important� and for most neighbour�
hoods� a well de�ned local feature of multi�dimensional
data with respect to the scale of analysis is needed� A
set of operators covering four di	erent dyadic scales is
implemented in an attempt to extract information from
di	erent scales and also to overcome uncertainty limita�
tions� Our idea is to use the outputs at several di	erent
scales of multi�directional �lters to produce a reliable
gradient estimation� Statistical analysis of the result
follows�



��� The ��D transform�

To improve multi�directional homogeneity at each
scale� we propose wavelet templates oriented at
�� �� �

�
� �

��
� � Note� however� that for �optimal� homo�

geneity in N dimensions we need at least ��N��� � �
templates� For two dimensions therefore� we need at
least three templates with directions �� �� �

��
� � This min�

imal implementation� although computational e�cient�
is very di�cult to implement� especially for small oper�
ator sizes� We construct our templates by convolving a
Gaussian� G�x�� and the �rst derivative of a Gaussian�
dG�x�� Thus for each scale we have � templates�

t��x� y� � G�x� � dG�y�
t��x� y� � G�x�y� � � dG�x�y� �
t��x� y� � G�y� � dG�x�
t��x� y� � G�x�y� � � dG�x�y� �

���

as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� The four templates as given in eq�����

We use the standard approach and apply the wavelet
transform at dyadic scales as a scale�space hierarchy� i�e�
wavelet transforms at scales � � �j� where j � Z� For
our MR brain images ���� � ��� pixels� scales greater
than �� appear to hold no signi�cant information for an
analytic descriptions� We use four scales � �� �� �� ��
��� �� and ��� ���

Transformation of the image results in a feature space
containing several components� A representation of all
the convolution outputs would necessarily result in a ���
dimensional feature vector q of the state of a neighbour�
hood� But� there is a correlation between components�
This can be shown to be the case if we have a su�ciently
simple model with local dominance� In this case within
this neighbourhood the content can be represented by
the dominant component only� In consequence� we state
that two such features qA and qB can be su�ciently well
represented by only one variable� as�

zA � qA � qB ���

This follows a similar approach described in ���
For a vertical edge this model produces a positive

value and for an horizontal edge it produces a nega�
tive value� For each scale� if q�� q�� q� and q� are the
computed features for the orientations �� �� �

�
� and ��

�
respectively� we can formulate the output at that scale
as a complex number z de�ned as�

z � z� � iz� � �q� � q�� � i�q� � q�� ���

thus
M �

p
�q� � q��� � �q� � q��� ���

and

A � tan��
�
q� � q�

q� � q�

�
���

where M and A are the magnitude and argument re�
spectively�

The information about the orientation of z is ex�
tremely important to retain� as it turns out to be more
robust to noise and consequently more useful than the
magnitude of z� In Figure � we demonstrate the above
representations applied to an MRI slice �size ���� ����
transformed at the second scale ��� ���

Figure �� The transformation of an MRI slice�

��� The ��D transform�

We have applied the feature estimator described
above to three sets of ��dimensional slices� one for each
plane� the coronal xy�plane� the axial xz�plane and the
sagittal yz�plane� Thus for each individual voxel we cal�
culate a gradient in �� directions�

For each scale of the transform and each voxel� we
have a �D vector with three magnitudes mi� i � �� �� ��
and three angle estimators �i� i � �� �� �� To estimate
a single �D vector we compute the projections of each
individual vector onto x�y and z axes�

X � m� cos���� �m� sin����
Y � m� cos���� �m� sin����
Z � m� cos���� �m� cos����

���

We then combine these three to estimate the magnitude
M � the elevation angle E and the rotation angle R�

M �
p
X� � Y � � Z�

E � tan��
�

Yp
Z��X�

�
R � tan��

�
Z
X

� ���



The natural domain for the representation of digital im�
ages is the spatial domain� In accordance with tradi�
tions in digital signal processing� a volume will be con�
sidered to be a three dimensional set of real numbers
u�x� y� z� � �� In addition to this scalar space� which
is the input for the transformation described above� we
have produced for each image a �D �vector image�� The
result can be denoted as u�x� y� z� � �k� where ��� indi�
cates a vector rather than a scalar in the ��D real space
�k � ����

��� Statistical treatment�

To describe and quantify texture� one needs to exam�
ine the interactions between structure organisations and
not the grey levels of voxel neighbourhoods� Thus� it is
natural to seek a robust statistical basis to describe our
results� One obvious way to improve performance is to
treat the problem as a decision problem� in which the
statistics of the total population of voxels are considered
to be a mixture of those of the component regions into
which the texture of the image is to be quanti�ed�

By examining texture by its statistical appearance�
we also overcome the problem of isotropy as the central
moments of a given structure remain unchanged under
orientation changes�

For each image data set we obtain� we compute for
each voxel the variance and the skewness of the magni�
tudeM � the elevation angleA� and the rotation angleR�
in a �D ellipsoidal neibourhood of the size comparable
to the scale in question�

��� Abnormality detection

Based upon the statistical information� we estimate a
rich representation of the �normal� data� against which
we may assess a degree of �abnormality� of any unseen
data item� From our scalar image we have extracted a
set of features which we hope will be able to discrim�
inate between normal and abnormal anatomy of brain
structures with reference to AD� We make two impor�
tant assumptions ���

� An appropriate feature is one that the examples of
abnormality appear in the tails of the distributions
obtained for all normal data� �i�e� they occur in
low density regions of �normal� data��

� In the absence of any other information� the abnor�
malities are considered to be uniformly distributed
outside the boundaries of normality�

We begin by representing the normal data set and
thus determining these boundaries� In a statistical
sense� the best description is the unconditional prob�
ability density function �pdf� p�x� where x is the ��D
feature vector of the normal data� If� a test vector x
belongs to a region of input space where p�x� is below

a statistically determined threshold� then the vector is
said to be �novel� or abnormal� This however assumes
that the pdf of the novel data is constant over some
large region of input space� To obtain the probability
density estimates we will use a semi�parametric Gaus�
sian mixture model mainly because it has the 
exibility
to model general distributions and has convenient an�
alytic properties� The free parameters of the Gaussian
are estimated from a maximum likehood approach�

� Discussion

��� Uncertainty and reliability�

Maybe the two most important aspects of this work
concern uncertainty and scale treatment� Uncertainty
is a direct consequence of the need for our system to re�
spond in an objective and speci�c way to certain type of
transformation of the image itself �such as spatial shifts
or noise� when forced to make a decision� We have de�
�ned our goal as the classi�cation of MR volumes based
upon regional textural properties of the image� We fol�
low the assumption that both �D and �D textures have
regions of constant properties� separated by well de�ned
boundaries� which is far from being realistic� Apart from
any degradations occurring during the process of image
acquisition �such as motion� noise etc��� surface texture
generally a	ects the grey level of the image� Thus� our
initial assumption is not always valid and some statis�
tical treatment of the problem must be utilised� More�
over� natural textures generally contain an element of
randomness or variability which a	ects any �xed�size
local texture measure used� The use of various scales
for textural analysis with di	erent size operators� seems�
once more� inevitable�

Furthermore� when a space�scale transformation is
performed over a region� one must consider the vari�
ations in the neighbourhood which are signi�cantly
smaller than the �lter kernel and which are perceived as

uctuations rather than as members of separate classes�
This strongly suggests that the use of a local smooth�
ing operator� beforehand� may reduce noise 
uctuations�
Such a smoothing procedure can decrease noise within
a region without� hopefully� introducing too much inter�
ference between regions� But there is always a degra�
dation of the spatial information� which is due to the
removal of the higher spatial frequency components
needed to give a precise estimate of the position� Thus�
the price we pay for precision in regional properties is
the degradation of boundary localisation� To explore
this idea further� there is an inverse relationship be�
tween the separation of regions and the loss of preci�
sion in boundary position which is very similar to the
uncertainty principle�

�x�g � k ���

where k is some positive number and �x and �g are
the con
icted measures of uncertainty�



It is inevitable that there is uncertainty in the deci�
sion of �what is it� and of �where is it� processing model�
Of course� we only repeat Marr�s ideas ��� when he sim�
ply de�ned segmentation �and to some extent classi�ca�
tion�� as the knowledge of �what is where� by observing
an image� But Marr had a mammalian visual system
in mind when he made such aphorisms� And while the
goal of imitating the human vision is desirable� in some
applications� the goal of an automatic classi�er is not
simply to mimic human performance� but� if possible�
to exceed it�

Our model tries to reduce the uncertainty of what is

it and partly of where is it by proclaiming zero or low
con�dence in the case of con
icting statements� This is
because two feature measures that have the same mag�
nitude and are incompatible produce a resulting output
which is zero or very close to zero� Thus� incompati�
ble pairs of measurements should always act to cancel
out each other� This� of course� implies an undecided
observation of the state within a neighbourhood�

��� Scale�space approach�

In our work� we use the spatial consistency of the out�
puts from several di	erent operators at di	erent scales
to produce a more reliable estimate of the gradient vec�
tor that can be obtained by a single �ltering operation�
It is well known that textural attributes carrying valu�
able information may emerge at any range of scales in
an image� We must expect our operators of being capa�
ble to make image textural features explicit over a wide
range of sizes as it is obvious that di	erent levels of or�
ganisation do not correspond simply to what would be
seen through a band�pass �lter� Although several types
of organisation can be detected using a simple �lter�
based approach� many cannot� We make� therefore� the
important assumption that the textural organisation of
a �D MR image is generated by a number of di	erent
processes� each operating at a di	erent scale� Conse�
quently� a vector representation of an image must be
capable of capturing changes in attribute values applied
to structures that span over a wide range of sizes of the
image� In other words� the primitives of our representa�
tion must�

� work at a number of di	erent scales� and�

� be scale invariant by using operators of constant
shape but di	erent sizes�

��� The search for isotropy�

When we examine a certain structure with respect
to its ��D textural appearance� it is essential that we
can recognise the structure� irrespective of all the vari�
ations of its appearance� This a familiar situation when
we think of the accidental� random variations that af�
fect any repetition of a constant shape� For example

we can never draw exactly the same triangle twice on a
blackboard� yet we still keep talking about the �trian�
gle� because at any certain level of abstraction we know
that the attributes of the triangle are satis�ed� It is
always less trivial and more interesting to consider the
systematic variations as a fundamental powerful proce�
dure� This idea becomes more precise when we exam�
ine the description of a �D texture� as di	erent kinds of
properties can be de�ned� By indicating the transforma�
tions of the space in which the textels �texture elements�
are embedded� we derive some properties which must be
left unchanged� This element is very essential for our re�
search� to preserve the invariant nature of our transform
to the topological properties of the textures of the brain�
But does this desire apply to all of the properties� Do
we require a �D region with homogeneous texture to be
classi�ed the same� even after enlargement� rotation or
shift� And of what use may the answers to these ques�
tions be� when we want to classify an MR image of a
normal control subject or of an AD patient� These are
some of the questions that remain to be answered� One
can hope� by preserving isotropy� to escape the uncer�
tainty inherent in the understanding or the description
of the complex structure of nerve �bres� as we do not
yet know which geometric properties of the transforma�
tion of brain structure are worth identifying� which are
due to chance� and which are irrelevant because they are
too general� If there is a possibility to track the texture
of a certain structure through some natural variation
within the brain� one must assume that the aspects of
the texture remain invariant throughout all the trans�
formations� A triangle is always a triangle and grey
matter structure is always grey matter� regardless how
they are oriented or shifted� Our method preserves a
good level of isotropy in the �D space� a characteristic
which we believe is essential for a classi�cation system
without having too large a computational overhead�
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